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deMaistre and Bonald—deserve more than a passing mention.
The works of Ballanchel may be allowed to fall into oblivion :
his Palingenesie is not only unreadable but contains nothing
that cannot be found in the writings of his better-known fellow-
schoolmen. As to Chateaubriand and Lamennais, their
championship of authority was too shortlived to be typical of
the men themselves: it will be enough to make a brief refer-
ence to their authoritarian phase when we study them in their
later aspect of champions of Liberal thought. De Maistre and
Bonald, on the other hand, died in the faith in which they were
born ; they were consistent to the end in a philosophy which
they knew to be rejected by almost everyone round them ; but
they were not seekers after popularity, tossed to and fro with
every wind of doctrine: etiam-si omnes, ego non^ the Clermont-
Tonnerre proud and noble motto, might have been theirs.
The tendency to couple the name of the two great tradition-
alists is due to a similarity of thought and outlook, which Bonald
at least recognized with enthusiasm. " Is it possible/' he wrote
to de Maistre, "that Nature should have amused herself by
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drawing two chords so absolutely alike as your mind and mine?
It is the most perfect unison, a unique phenomenon." And
again: " I have never thought anything that you had not
previously written, nor written anything that you had not
previously thought." But de Maistre was right in replying
somewhat dryly that this statement, flattering as it was for him,
could scarcely be accepted as it stood. The fact was that they
did reach identical conclusions but by different roads*
2.  JOSEPH   DE  MAISTRE
The primacy in the championing of authority undoubtedly
belongs to Joseph^ de Maistre.2 His political experience,
1	Pierre Ballanche, 1776-1847.   Chief works: JSssat sur tes Institutions
sociales (i818), P alinge'ntsie sociale (i827-1830).
2	Joseph deMaistre (1753-1821), Sardinian Ambassador to Russia, 1803-
1817. Chief works: Considerations sur la France (1796), Essai sur le Primp*
glnlrateur des Constitutions Antiques (1810), Du Papt (1821), De rStfise
Gallicane   (1821-1822),  Mrtes   de  &  Pfarslourg (1822).  Biography   by
Cogordan. See also Laslu, Studies in the Problem of Sovereignty*
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